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Chapter II. What Happened With the Blake Cottage Appeal
A Blake Society project
To properly continue this testimony, it is crucial that two points are clarified once and for all. The
first one is that the Blake Cottage appeal was, without the shadow of a doubt, a Blake Society
project. Donors and supporters need to be reassured that they did give generously to a Charity that
they believed they could trust; that they were not naïve or careless, and that they didn’t misread any
information. They need to know that they didn’t make a mistake, and that if things went wrong, it is
because their good intentions were betrayed. The Blake Society needs to acknowledge this fact too,
and publicly; the sooner the better, and they must stop spreading confusion.
In the previous chapter, we have already seen the first leaflet for our campaign that clearly claims it
was led by the Blake Society. I will now show a bit more of evidence, so that all doubts are dispelled
once and for all.
On 26 May 2014, Tim Heath, the Blake Society’s Chair, sent me an email asking me to look at the first
draft for the leaflet mentioned above. A paragraph dedicated to the Blake Society started with these
words:

“The Blake Society
The Blake Society is based in London. Phillip Pullman is the President and Alan Moore, Michael Eavis and Neil
Gaiman are Patrons. They provide a wide variety of programmed events throughout the year that seek to reflect William
Blake’s broad range of interests.
We have negotiated the legal option to buy the Cottage for £520,000, which is a considerable reduction on the market price
of £650,000. “

In the About and Documents section in this webpage there are two press releases we created for the
campaign. In the first one, from 21st November 2014, you can read:
“The Blake Society has been given the legal option to purchase the Cottage where Blake wrote the words to
the hymn ‘Jerusalem’. “

That press release is signed by Adriana Díaz-Enciso, Secretary of the Blake Society, and Tim Heath,
Chair of the Blake Society. The second press release is also signed by us as representatives of the
Blake Society.
My proposal for English PEN, approved by the Chair, starts with these words:

William Blake and the Dissenting Imagination

PROPOSAL TO ENGLISH PEN
Within the next few months The Blake Society is endeavouring to begin a project that will place
William Blake in his rightful role –along Shakespeare and Newton– as one of the three most
important cultural figures that the UK has given to the world, by linking the only two homes standing
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from the nine where Blake lived during his lifetime through a structure that celebrates the Dissenting
Imagination.
We must have written hundreds of letters to potential donors and supporters, each of them
presenting this as a Blake Society project and signed by us in our capacity as Trustees. We wrote to
our President Philip Pullman, directors of institutions such as the British Museum and many, many
others, always on behalf of the BS and presenting this as our project. A few examples I think will
make things clearer.
The following is from an email sent by the Chair on 9 February 2013:
“we would like to canvas a greater project that concerns the Society : the only two surviving homes where
Blake lived will be sold this year. One is a house in London and the other is a thatched cottage in Felpham by
the sea. With this change in ownership, they is an opportunity to put them into trust for the benefit of
everyone who loves William Blake.”

From an email from the Chair to the Committee on 21 May 2012:
“the Society needs strategic goals to give life to our existence - the grave in Bunhill Fields, the cottage
in Felpham, the house in London.”

On 31st May 2014 the Chair wrote to Rachel Searle, Chair of the Big Blake Project, with copy to me:
“The Blake Society has been established 30 years, it has a written constitution and is a registered charity, it is
able to accept Gift-aid donations, and the legal Option-to-Purchase the Cottage is in its name. . . . It's
important to have a ten year goal, it's important to get awareness growing now in the town, however at the
core must be a disciplined and singleminded campaign to raise £600,000 to purchase the Cottage through
the single agency of the Blake Society.”

In an email from Mr Henry Eliot, Trustee of the Blake Society who worked briefly in the campaign,
also to Mrs Searle, June 2014, with copy to the Chair and me:
- The campaign is called 'Blake Cottage', run by The Blake Society with the support of The Big Blake Project;

On 22 September 2015, when the Cottage had been finally acquired, the Chair wrote to Mrs
Searle, oddly invoking truth, despite having ran the whole Cottage appeal keeping himself so
distant from it:
“It would be gracious if the Press Release could embody the truth that the campaign was imagined, launched
and led by the Blake Society.”

An email from the Chair to a BS member on 21 March 2014:
Later in the summer we will be launching a campaign to buy William Blake's Cottage and put it into public
ownership.

Several emails to potential donors, supporters or creators of rewards for the crowdfunding appeal,
approved by the Chair, started with these words:
Dear _________,
The Blake Society is launching a crowdfunding campaign next September in order to raise funds to acquire the
Cottage in Felpham, Sussex, where William Blake lived from 1800 to 1803, and where he wrote the words to
the hymn 'Jerusalem'.
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The newsletter to members of the Blake Society of 24 July 2014 starts with these words:
“Dear Members and Friends,
An opportunity has arisen to purchase William Blake's Cottage in Felpham on the Sussex coast through
crowdfunding. Our goal will be to create a refuge & sanctuary for everyone who asks great questions in the
spirit of Blake - more will announced soon.
Tim Heath
Chair”

In the Indiegogo page for the crowdfunding appeal you could read “The Blake Society has
negotiated a ‘legal option’”, etc, and its legal note is talking undoubtedly on behalf of the BS:
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The Just Giving page for the Cottage appeal used to look like this (it now has changed, to direct
donors for the Cottage to the Blake Cottage Trust):

And the Big Blake Project had also opened a Just Giving account to raise funds on behalf of The
Blake Society:
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The Bookseller generously promoted our campaign, using the information we gave them:

The application to the Heritage Lottery Fund for a grant to prepare the legal binding option to
purchase the Cottage and for legal advice on forming and registering the new charitable trust that
would run the project, was made by the Chair and revised by myself on behalf of the Blake Society.
Though in their financial information the Blake Cottage Trust makes it appear as if the grant was
given to them, the Trust did not even exist then. The grant was given to the Blake Society and the
HLF have recently confirmed that to me in writing:
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Hanna Ellis-Petersen’s article in The Guardian on 23 September 2015 about the purchase of the
Cottage reads:
“Blake’s house in Felpham, where he lived between 1800 and 1803 and penned the words to the hymn
Jerusalem, has been bought for public use by the Blake Society . . . Author Philip Pullman, who is the president
of the Blake Society, hailed the raising of the funds as “excellent news”. . . . Despite the Blake Society getting a
legal option to purchase the house last September when it went on the market, it only managed to raise
£93,000 . . . Part of the Blake Society’s vision for the house is that it will become a retreat for those who want
space to “ask important questions about their lives” as a nod to Blake as a patron of the imagination.”

Mr Heath has shown no objection to these statements made in the press, that were repeated in
several other media. In fact, this article is proudly presented in the Blake Cottage Trust’s webpage
(or at least it was, until today, 8 February 2017).
These are random examples from literally hundreds of emails and documents related to the project
that show, unequivocally, that the Blake Cottage appeal was a Blake Society project. Finally, it is also
interesting to look at this email to the Chair, with copy to the Committee, from Mr Antony Vinall on
29 December 2014. There will be reasons to return to this email later in this narrative, that will
clarify why Mr Vinall was so frustrated by the Chair’s lack of communication (at the time the latter
had us all on tenterhooks by not clarifying whether if he’d step down as Chair and refusing to even
acknowledge our emails for days on end), and why he was so very worried, anxious to separate the
by then wobbly Cottage appeal from the Blake Society as soon as possible:
“you lead the Cottage appeal as the Chair of the Blake Society, and are invariably quoted as such in the
media. In the public eye, the Blake Society is running the cottage appeal. So until the two can be properly
separated, any weakening of the Society is also a weakening of the appeal.”

I understand Mr Vinall’s concerns, then and even now: it was clear to everybody that things with the
Cottage appeal were not as they should, and that crucial information was being concealed from all
of us. At the time, I had many phone conversations with Mrs Christina Vinall, Mr Vinall’s wife and
also a Trustee, in which she told me of their concerns and asked me what was becoming an urgent
issue for them both: what did I know? But by then, I didn’t know anything anymore, because the
Chair was concealing all relevant information from me, for the third time during the campaign, and
despite the fact that we both were supposedly the sole Blake Society Trustees in its charge. So I do
understand that they were worried. We all were, very much so.
But I’m afraid that the Blake Society simply can’t wash its hands off its responsibility for the Cottage
appeal, no matter how Mr Vinall, the Chair, or both, chose to word some of the minutes, and I am
sure that the examples above are more than enough to convince the reader of just how big that
responsibility was, and is. To deny it, in the view of this evidence, amounts to saying that throughout
the campaign the Blake Society was wilfully misleading donors, supporters and the public. I am sure
that our fellow Trustees had then not such an intention (though they seem to have it now), and I
certainly didn’t either. So if during the 2014 campaign someone had any intention of using the
prestige of the Blake Society in order to deceive the public, that was the Chair alone, and he
obviously kept his intentions to himself.

A proper Trust
The second point that must be made crystal clear in this testimony is the fact that from the very
beginning of the Cottage appeal, and in fact from several years prior to it, the aim was to create a
large consortium of accountable individuals and organizations that would have the expertise and
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capacity to run the project – the appropriate governance that we’ve heard Mr Vinall invoke in the
previous chapter.
It was never, ever, conceived as a 3-men organism that the Chair, having named himself Chair of the
new Trust as well, would have set up secretly and imposing the Trustees and the organism’s
governing document. What has happened with the Cottage since it was acquired a year and five
months ago is more than enough proof that what was required was an entirely different kind of
organization: an inclusive Trust conformed of responsible people who would have among
themselves all the skills to carry out the necessary work, and with a commitment to immaculate
transparency.
We invited many people and organizations to be part of this – English PEN was one of them. Most of
them, in fact, were invited by the Chair himself, and it was precisely the breadth and variety of the
people we were hoping to have working with us what was making it attractive for others to join as
well.
We will see in due time what became of this ambition. For the time being, let’s have some evidence.
Again, I am choosing some examples only, among the wealth of correspondence and documents that
back what I am saying. I don’t want to overwhelm the reader now, particularly because there is so
much correspondence that by necessity will appear in the following chapters of this testimony.
Email from the Chair to me, on 31 August 2013, making some suggestions on my draft letter to
English PEN:
“we would like to invite English Pen to be part of the consortium leading the project because what better use
of these two properties than for the Cottage to offer hospitality to writers who arrive in England in exile and
for the House in Mayfair to be a siren against censorship. . . . English Pen would join an number of parties who
have expressed interest - University of Chichester, Enitharmon Press, the Blake Society, Landmark Trust, The
Tate ...”

The Blake Society newsletter of September 2013, written by the Chair, read:
“The Cottage in Felpham is due to be sold to a private buyer for £600,000 and lost from the nation's
heritage. A consortium of organisations (Heritage Lottery Fund, the University of Chichester, the Tate, the
Enitharmon Press, the Big Blake Project, the Blake Society ...) are in negotiation but cannot raise the funds
quickly enough to satisfy the vendor's family.”

On 8 September 2013, the Chair shows in an email to the Committee his disappointment because
at that point the latter had decided the Cottage project was too much for it. It had been a majority
vote but not all the Trustees agreed. Me and other two Trustees were taking initiatives and urging
the Society to back them. In his email Mr Heath misrepresented these as actions initiated by us
“acting as individuals”, which was not the case. But he did mention the kind of consortium we had
been planning to create:
“The family originally said they would consider selling the Cottage at the determined market value to a
Blake consortium. So over the Spring and Summer, I have been looking at this possibility (from the locus of
17 South Molton Street) and have been building up such a consortium of parties with the experience, funds
and capacity to care for the Cottage. I have canvassed the Tate, the University of
Chichester, the Enitharmon Press, the Councils in Sussex, the Big Blake Project, the Heritage Lottery
Fund, the Robert Gavron (Folio Society) Foundation, and others.”
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An email to me of 30 August 2013
“I am gathering together a consortium of many partners for the House/Cottage. This policy will cause a
problem at the end (because a limited space cannot be used by for so many conflicting demands).
PEN might be a good and interesting candidate.”

The Chair also mentioned some of these proposed partners in the application to the Heritage
Lottery Fund:
“The sustainability of the project will turn upon a mixed use of resources - involving the local community to
provide volunteers, encouraging visitors & tourism, and working with donor organisations such as Chichester
University and English Pen who have expressed an interest in using this iconic Cottage to host visiting fellows.”

Our first leaflet for the campaign, that is shown already in Chapter I, claims:
“We are also seeking individuals and organisations to join us and contribute their imagination to the creative
life of the Cottage.”

I think this is enough evidence for the moment. The intention of forming a large consortium will
reappear in this testimony as I go on. Therefore I believe that the public, donors and supporters of
the appeal could rightly ask, just as I do, how did this proposed accountable organism become the
incompetent 3-men-led Blake Cottage Trust, that has failed to show a consistent project for the
Cottage so far, allowed the Cottage to fall into further disrepair, didn’t bother to even try to give any
information to the public at all for around a year, until other campaigners, myself and the press
started asking questions, and who have done nothing but lie to the public (and this includes their
financial report) since the Cottage was acquired.
Paving the path for the appeal
We can now continue with the narrative proper of how the appeal developed, from where we left in
Chapter I:
Hoping that we would get the legal option to acquire the Cottage, we were paving the path for the
work that would have to follow. Again, there is a wealth of correspondence that shows that the
Chair and myself were discussing who else would it be good to invite to be part of the consortium,
who might be a potential donor, how we should move forward, what the Cottage was to be. We
invited people, I revised application forms for funds filled in by the Chair, and we kept on thinking.
The Chair was doing the invitations to most of the people we were hoping would join the new Trust
himself. I will never play down the enormous work that he did on his own prior to the actual start of
the Cottage appeal (that he betrayed his own efforts is another matter). I trusted his judgement: he
had been the Chair of the Blake Society for many years, while the Blake Society was my first post as a
Trustee, so I was very much aware that I was still learning.
But he trusted me, and knew of my capacity for work and the passion I had for the project. He
trusted my judgement too and often sought my opinion, which he took on board. We knew what we
wanted to do, and though at the time no one else seemed to care that much, we had great faith in
the project, because we quite obviously cared about Blake’s legacy and shared a vision of what the
Cottage could become.
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Soon it will be clear that I was much more than an assistant in this project, that we were leading it
together and, furthermore, it will become evident that without my input, sheer volume of work, and
vision for the project, the Cottage appeal simply would not have existed.
It is true that without the Chair, it wouldn’t have existed either. The extent of the work he did was
vast. But there are two basic principles for a collective project to succeed: one is respect for truth.
The other, respect for the people that join efforts with us for a common goal. Even more so when
we’re talking about the legacy of William Blake.

It was to be a great year
2014 seemed to start extraordinarily well for the Blake Society. Our first Committee meeting of the
year was very promising and I believe we all came out of it in a cheerful mood, looking forward to
the work ahead. Three new Trustees had just joined us and that seemed promising too, as they were
bringing in fresh air, ideas, enthusiasm. It felt like a “coming of age” for the Society. I knew that it
was also likely to be the year to get Blake’s Cottage, since the chance to be given the legal option to
acquire it was then being negotiated. What else could we ask for?
The year before had not been so good, and I will refer to that in more detail a bit later, but the toxic
atmosphere that had made it difficult seemed to have cleared completely. I had proposed new
exciting projects to work on in 2014 and the Committee had accepted them, enthusiastically. I was
very happy.
It didn’t last long though.
On a couple of times in the past I had thought about leaving the Blake Society, and a bit ahead in this
narrative it will become clear why I talk of a toxic atmosphere. Any mention of my intention to leave
tended to make the Chair angry and prone to aggression. What had stopped me thus far was the fact
that I did like very much the work we did – when it went well. It was exciting and we managed to
create rather beautiful or interesting events. For a long while I had thought that despite the
contradictions inherent to the Committee’s work, the exhausting tug of war between the great and
the awful, the great was still victorious.
Some sort of rebelliousness had stopped me too: I had brought quite a lot into the Society, I had
great enthusiasm and energy and worked very hard indeed. Why should I be the one to leave, when
it wasn’t me who was bringing in the chaos? I don’t even think I regret having left so late, despite the
awfulness. The work itself was well worth my while. Even the very last event that I proposed, to
follow the AGM on the day I left the Committee in January 2015 – a profound and rather apposite
talk on Blake and the imagination by Buddhist poet Maitreyabandhu –, was, I am sure, worth having,
and worthy of our members.
But when things were hard, they were hard indeed. By 2013 I had understood, without the shadow
of a doubt, that the Blake Society’s Chair could be supportive, generous, noble, kind, and a bully,
sometimes almost simultaneously. Anyone who has ever worked with a colleague like that will know
that is a very confusing and rather draining situation. How can you be fair, express your gratitude
and say “No, you don’t treat your colleagues like that” at the same time? It was not only me who
had problems with the Chair now and then. I am glad that some such problems I did manage to
defuse, reminding the Trustee in question of the Chair’s good qualities while prompting the Chair to
pay attention to how he treated others. Of all the above there is evidence in correspondence as well,
and some of the Trustees gratefully acknowledged my capacity to restore some balance.
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However, sometimes the bullying and constant undermining of my work for long periods got too
much. I had not always reacted at my best, though I am confident that, mostly, I did, with more
patience than could have possibly been expected from any human being. When I reacted wrongly
(once very wrongly indeed) and let anger get the best of me, I was distraught and apologized
profusely. In fact, sometimes I apologized without even being sure that I had done something wrong.
I hold this conviction that, when in doubt, one would rather be considered an idiot for apologizing
for something one hasn’t done, than being inadvertently unfair to someone. With Mr Heath’s
contradictory personality, it was very often that I didn’t know whether if I was receiving an
aggression or imagining things (though the Cottage appeal would end up dispelling such doubts for
good). The Chair never accepted an apology, and he never, ever, apologized himself for any
aggression. I believe that the very word does not exist in his vocabulary.
If this description of the context in which I worked for the Blake Society, and how confusing and
draining it was for me, rings a bell to anyone who has ever been bullied in a workplace, it’s because
that is what was happening, and it would get much worse.
In 2014, soon after the Committee had begun work with so much enthusiasm, I sensed that things
had started to deteriorate again. The sudden stony communication barrier, with its accompanying
and entirely undeserved derisive remarks had come up again. In case I had any doubt that this was
happening, it soon disappeared on the day we received a letter that was very auspicious for the
Cottage appeal.
That day we had a Committee meeting. I had been a bit despondent, wondering why I bothered to
go on giving so much of my work, commitment and talent to a Charity that made it so hard to work
in peace. I went to St James’s Church in Piccadilly, the Society’s official address, to collect our post.
My despondency vanished in a second, for one of the letters was from Mrs Howell’s lawyers, and it
said that we had been granted the legal option to purchase Blake’s Cottage.
I was overjoyed. I called the Chair to give him the good news, for which we had been eagerly waiting.
He didn’t answer, so I left him a message on the phone.
Later, when I got to the meeting, I was still very happy, couldn’t wait to tell everyone the news. The
moment I saw the Chair I asked him if he had heard my message. His reaction was to me like hitting
a wall. Stone-faced, he looked even angry, and just nodded. It turned out that he knew already, he
just hadn’t bothered to let me know.
At our meeting, Mr Heath told the Committee the news, asked who would like to join the effort of
the Blake Cottage appeal, and invited Mr Henry Eliot, one of our new Trustees. I of course
volunteered “officially”, though we had been in fact already working together preparing for this. No
one else in the Committee volunteered to do anything at all. The minutes of that meeting are those
strangely worded ones about Mr Eliot and myself ready to assist Mr Heath in “his” project. I didn’t
challenge that; it seemed to me a petty issue of ownership and I didn’t want to stir the waters now
that we had such a big project ahead, and such good news, while the Chair seemed to be veering
into one of his hostile moods. I knew they were also passing moods, which I had been learning to
negotiate for quite a while.
As if a proof of how passing they could be, by the end of the meeting his hostility had seemingly
vanished and he was in great spirits. He clarified to me, after everyone had left, that he had invited
Mr Eliot because the latter had asked him to, and he was a good administrator.
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Work in the Cottage appeal started then in earnest. There was no time to dwell on mood swings. We
had a very tight deadline to raise the necessary funds: 31st October. Then Blake would have at last a
place to be honoured. Everything seemed, again, all right.
On 18 March 2014 we had our first Cottage appeal formal meeting. Oddly enough, in the briefing
document that the Chair sent to us, under the “Laying the framework” item, he misquoted Blake
thus: “A lie told with good intent beats all the truths you can invent”. I don’t know what he was
thinking of, and I don’t think the others did either. Mr Heath often speaks in riddles, but now I
wonder whether if from so early on he knew that he was embarking on the journey of a
monumental lie. If that was the case, his intent has not seemed good at all and, furthermore, he had
no right whatsoever to lie to anybody.
Some of the people invited to be part of the consortium were in that first meeting: Mr Stephen
Stuart-Smith, from Enitharmon Press, and Rachel Searle, Chair of the Big Blake Project in Felpham,
whom Mr Heath himself had invited to the project. We discussed ideas, and left with the skeleton of
a working plan.
Out of that meeting came the first document that articulated what we wanted to do and why Blake’s
Cottage was important. I wrote that document, trying to summarize what I believed were the
aspirations of the whole team, and giving voice too to my personal vision of what the Cottage would
become. You can read it in the About and Documents section,
https://blakecottage.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/5-towards-a-vision-statement.pdf .
That document was much appreciated by our incipient team. This, and the other documents I wrote
later for the campaign, virtually constitute the sole articulation in writing of what we were trying to
do, and my role in this respect will become clearer as we move on in this testimony.
So when Mr Heath talks about my being his “assistant” only, he’s forgetting that leadership of a
project is not only networking and being skilful at public relations, however indispensable that is. It
also entails a vision for the project at hand and the capacity to formulate it in an intelligible way.
Such a vision and capacity are indispensable too, and defining clearly the direction of a project is
another aspect, and important one, of leadership.
Given the chaotic, vague and often contradictory information that the Blake Cottage Trust has been
giving to the public in regards to their project for the Cottage, it becomes more and more evident to
me that I had a much clearer idea of what we were aiming at than himself.
Enough for now. My testimony will continue in the following chapter.
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